The follow-up to Pettigrews Diary, **Operation Safras** in fact, comes first. You therefore don’t need to have solved Pettigrews Diary first (see reverse of inlay card for hints).

This cassette chronicles the adventures of Rupert James Pettigrew, secret agent extraordinaire, plucked from obscurity to embark on an epic journey to save his fellow agents, and rescue the legendary Safras sword from the evil hands of the enemy. But once found, the sword must be returned to its rightful place in the Safras caves, a task **not** to be taken lightly!

**Loading:**
CLOADM (see reverse of inlay card)
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FROM: **SHARDS SOFTWARE LTD.** Suite G., Roycraft House, 15 Linton Road, BARKING, ESSEX.
This is an adventure in three parts, each providing a separate challenge and loading separately. You may only progress to Part 2 when Part 1 has been completed and likewise with Part 3.

LOADING THE ADVENTURE
1. Put the cassette in the recorder and attach all leads (including remote lead if possible).
2. Type CLOADM and press Enter.
3. Press the play button on the recorder.
4. Each chapter is preceded by a leader page, while the main program is loading (this will take about a minute in each case).
5. When re-starting the adventure, always ensure that the cassette is fully rewound.

CHAPTER 3: THE RETURNING
This part consists of eight separate challenges, each fully illustrated. You must solve each adventure in turn, in order to reach the final climax. Each section is preceded by a text screen. To leave this screen, press the space bar and to return, press the @ key. To input commands, use the same method as in Chapter 2.

Game design/programming by Steve Maltz
Sound effects provided by "Shaper" sound utility also published by Shards Software.

OPERATION SAFRAS
Shards Software © 1984
The game Operation Saftras, its program code, game design, game characters, graphics, sound effects, documentation and musical soundtrack are the exclusive property of Shards Software and may not be copied, reproduced, transmitted, transferred, hired, lent, distributed, stored or modified in full or in part, in any form, without the express written permission of Shards Software. All rights reserved worldwide.

If you have any problems with loading, rewind the tape and try again, adjusting the recorder volume control until loading is satisfactory. If you have any persistent problems, do not hesitate to contact us.

If you find yourself completely stumpeld and getting nowhere with this adventure and need some help, send an SAE, stating your problems, to us at:

SHARDS SOFTWARE LTD.
SUITE G, ROYCRAFT HOUSE, 15 LINTON ROAD, BARKING, ESSEX.
Three-part modern day adventure involving an epic search for the legendary Safras sword and the challenges that follow. In text and high resolution graphics, with incredible sound effects.